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QUESTION 1

What is the result of executing a TRUNCATE TABLE command on a table that has Flashback Archiving enabled? 

A. It fails with the ORA-665610 Invalid DDL statement on history-tracked message 

B. The rows in the table are truncated without being archived. 

C. The rows in the table are archived, and then truncated. 

D. The rows in both the table and the archive are truncated. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Your database instance has Automatic Memory Management enabled and supports shared server connections. 

Examine the following: 

1. 

Parallel execution messages and control structures 

2. 

Local variables for a process 

3. 

Security and resource usage information 

4. 

Runtime memory values, such as rows retrieved for a SQL statement using a serial execution plan 

5. 

SQL execution work areas 

Which option indicates what is allocated from the large pool in this instance? 

A. only 1 

B. 1, 2, and 5 

C. 1, 2, 3, and 5 

D. 1, 2, and 4 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 3

You execute the following piece of code with appropriate privileges: User SCOTT has been granted the CREATE
SESSION privilege and the MGR role. 

Which two statements are true when a session logged in as SCOTT queries the SAL column in the view and the table?
(Choose two.) 

A. Data is redacted for the EMP.SAL column only if the SCOTT session does not have the MGR role set. 

B. Data is redacted for EMP.SAL column only if the SCOTT session has the MGR role set. 

C. Data is never redacted for the EMP_V.SAL column. 

D. Data is redacted for the EMP_V.SAL column only if the SCOTT session has the MGR role set. 

E. Data is redacted for the EMP_V.SAL column only if the SCOTT session does not have the MGR role set. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Note: 

* 

DBMS_REDACT.FULL completely redacts the column data. 

* 

DBMS_REDACT.NONE applies no redaction on the column data. Use this function for development testing purposes.
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LOB columns are not supported. 

* 

The DBMS_REDACT package provides an interface to Oracle Data Redaction, which enables you to mask (redact)
data that is returned from queries issued by low-privileged users or an application. 

* 

If you create a view chain (that is, a view based on another view), then the Data Redaction policy also applies
throughout this view chain. The policies remain in effect all of the way up through this view chain, but if another policy is
created for one of these views, then for the columns affected in the subsequent views, this new policy takes
precedence. 

 

QUESTION 4

You execute the commands: 

Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. The create user command fails if any role with the name SIDNEY exists in the database. 

B. The user Sidney can connect to the database instance but cannot perform sort operations because no space quota is
specified for the temp tablespace. 

C. The user Sidney is created but cannot connect to the database instance because no profile is assigned to the user. 

D. The user Sidney can connect to the database instance but requires relevant privileges to create objects in the users
tablespace. 

E. The user Sidney is created and authenticated by the operating system. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three statements are true about the Pre-Upgrade Information Tool? (Choose three.) 
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A. It clears all user recycle bins in a database and releases their storage space. 

B. It writes a list of invalid SYS and SYSTEM object to the registry$sys_inv_objs table. 

C. It evaluates the dependencies of network utility packages. 

D. It identifies any deprecated and unsupported parameters. 

E. It generates fix-up scripts and automatically runs them to resolve issues that are flagged in the source database. 

Correct Answer: BCD 
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